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Background
Manual left ventricular (LV) volumes and function analysis is time consuming and operator dependent. Automated and semi-automated LV analysis tools could be helpful, especially in high volume clinical and research centres. Inline VF (Siemens) is a fully-automated assessment tool performing LV volume analysis during scan acquisition.
The aims of this study were: 1) to assess performance of Inline VF against manual analysis of LV volumes and function, 2) to derive conversion formulas from linear regression models and 3) to validate adjusted Inline VF parameters to ascertain whether this improves accuracy of the automated method.
Methods
In stage one, we included 218 randomly selected participants of Barts Cardiovascular Registry who underwent cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging with 1.5T Aera or 3T Prisma Siemens scanners for various clinical reasons between 03/12/2014 and 31/07/2015.
Fully automated LV analysis was performed with Inline VF after acquiring a short axis cine stack with retrospective balanced steady state free precession sequence. Inline VF data was extracted from DICOM files with a MATLAB script. Various clinical operators performed manual LV analysis of the same images on cvi 42 software.
We excluded 25 participants (11.5%) with clearly misplaced Inline VF contours or misrecognised mitral valve on visual assessment and a further two with missing data from manual analysis, leaving 193 studies with full datasets. We used Pearson's correlation coefficients and two-way random single measures agreement intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) to compare LV end-diastolic volume (EDV), end-systolic volume (ESV), stroke volume (SV) and ejection fraction (EF) from manual and Inline VF methods. The limits of agreement between measurements were also compared using the BlandAltman plots for visual analysis.
In stage two, we included 77 separate studies. We calculated corrected EDV and ESV by applying the conversion formulas derived in stage one: EDVcorr = 16.8+inlineVF EDV*0.88 and ESVcorr= -3.8+inlineVF ESV*0.87. We then repeated the analysis from stage one.
Results
There was an excellent agreement (ICC>0.9) between the directly measured volumes: EDV and ESV were 1.9% and 20.9% larger on Inline VF respectively. Parameters calculated from the measured volumes -SV and EFhad good agreement (ICC >0.72), however with larger mean differences and weaker correlation.
The agreement of all parameters improved after correction in Stage 2.
Detailed results are presented in the figures.
Conclusions
Inline VF automated LV analysis tool performs well compared to manual analysis. Accuracy of ESV, SV and EF measurements improves markedly following http://www.jcmr-online.com/content/18/S1/P31 mathematical correction. We note exclusion of 11.5% of study participants due to anatomical misrecognition by the software. With further adjustments to the automated algorithm, the tool could find application in high volume research studies, but also in clinical departments in identifying abnormal scans and prioritising analysis/ reporting. 
